Most prior research on the tendency for groups to be less cooperative than individuals (the interindividual-intergroup discontinuity effect) has used the Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG). Experiment 1 examined the discontinuity effect with 3 additional matrices: Chicken, Leader, and Battle of the Sexes (BOS). Unlike the PDG, these matrices are characterized by correspondence of outcomes. The discontinuity effect was significant for the PDG and Chicken matrices only. With the BOS and Leader matrices, both individuals and groups pursued outcome maximization through coordinated turn taking. Despite the lesser competitiveness, sets of interacting participants in the BOS and Leader conditions did perceive that they were 2 groups. Experiment 2 examined the discontinuity effect in 2 Chicken matrices with varying outcomes associated with mutual competition. Consistent with the doctrine of mutual assured destruction, the discontinuity effect was eliminated for the matrix in which mutual competition was associated with very low outcomes. Although concern for relative in-group standing gave rise to intergroup competition even in the domain of correspondent outcomes, such concern was constrained to the extent that it interfered with outcome maximization.
In late April 1945, during the battle for Berlin, the Russian writer and war correspondent Vasily Grossman recorded the following comments from a Soviet general regarding rivalry between adjacent army units:
He says: "We fear our neighbours now, not the enemy." He says laughing: "I've given orders to place burned-out tanks on the way to the Reichstag and the Reichschancellery so as to block our neighbours. The greatest disappointment in Berlin is when you learn about your neighbour's success." (cited in Beevor & Vinogradova, 2006, p. 337) This historical anecdote is emblematic for the influential idea in social science that people are concerned with the relative standing of the in-group vis-à-vis out-groups to the point where they would, figuratively speaking, choose death before dishonor.
To account for such concern with relative in-group standing, McDougall (1920) , in one of the first systematic analyses of group behavior, assigned a central role to "the self-regarding sentiment": ". . . the self-regarding sentiment," he wrote, "may become extended to other objects than the individual self, to all objects with which the self identifies itself, which are regarded as belonging to the self or as part of the wider self" (p. 54). Foreshadowing Grossman's observations, McDougall went on to cite the example of a crusading army in which the self-regarding sentiment of each soldier "has become extended to the army as a whole, so that, as we say, each one identifies himself with it and prizes its reputation and desires its success as an end in itself" (p. 57). "Such a sentiment," he proposed, "would be greatly developed and strengthened by rivalry in deeds of arms with a second crusading army [because] there would be awakened in each man an impulse to assert the power, to sustain the glory of the army" (p. 58).
A contemporary incarnation of this basic idea can be found in an influential book chapter by Tajfel and Turner (1986) . They too proposed that self-enhancement plays a central role in the genesis of intergroup competitiveness. "Individuals," they proposed, "strive to maintain or enhance their self-esteem: they strive for a positive self-concept." Self-esteem, in turn, is enhanced when "favorable comparisons can be made between the in-group and some relevant out-groups" (p. 16). This implies that obtaining higher outcomes than another group would support the self-esteem of group members in the "winning" group.
The idea that concern for relative in-group standing may spark intergroup competition even under circumstances in which the different groups have compatible interests (as in battle against a common enemy or in the pursuit of a superordinate goal) offers an interesting counterpoint to the finding that cooperative interdependence-or, as we refer to it, correspondence of outcomesbetween groups promotes intergroup cooperation (Allport, 1954; Aronson, Blaney, Stephan, Sikes, & Snapp, 1978; S. L. Gaertner, Mann, Dovidio, Murrell, & Pomare, 1990; Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, & Sherif, 1954) . Although correspondence of outcomes may eliminate the basis for realistic group conflict, it leaves room for what Goffman (1967) called "character contests" (p. 239)-disputes in which relative standing and honor are "brought into play as something to be lost and gained" (p. 244). Such disputes have been identified as important antecedents to criminal homicide (Luckenbill, 1977) and assault (Deibert & Miethe, 2003) , and history leaves little doubt that they also play an important role in the genesis of large-scale armed conflicts (Rosecrance, 1963 ).
The present research, then, had several objectives. First, we sought to examine the extent to which intergroup cooperation in the domain of correspondent outcomes is obstructed by concern for relative in-group standing and to compare intergroup interactions in this domain with interindividual interactions. To address this objective, in Experiment 1 we contrasted interindividual and intergroup interactions in the context of the four matrix games presented in Figure 1 . These "four archetypes of the 2 ϫ 2 game" (Rapoport, 1967, p. 81) are commonly referred to as the Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG), Chicken, Leader, and Battle of the Sexes (BOS). As we show, whereas the PDG represents the domain of noncorrespondent outcomes, Chicken, Leader, and BOS represent the domain of correspondent outcomes. Research on interindividual-intergroup discontinuity has found that, in the PDG context, intergroup relations are often more competitive than are interindividual relations (Wildschut, Pinter, Vevea, Insko, & Schopler, 2003) . The domain of correspondent outcomes, however, remains virtually uncharted.
The second objective was to compare the perceived categorization of interacting players in noncorrespondent domains with correspondent domains (S. L. and to examine whether, in the correspondent domain, sets of interacting individuals even perceive themselves as members of two distinct groups.
The third objective was to test an implication of the doctrine of mutual assured destruction (MAD) that intergroup cooperation in the domain of correspondent outcomes may be increased when mutual competition results in very low mutual outcomes. Specifically, we were interested in whether such an increase in intergroup cooperation could eliminate the discontinuity effect in a matrix in which mutual competition is associated with very low mutual outcomes. To examine this question, in Experiment 2 we contrasted interindividual and intergroup interactions in the context of two different versions of the Chicken matrix that varied the outcomes associated with mutual competition.
Interindividual-Intergroup Discontinuity and Relativistic Concern
Research on interindividual-intergroup discontinuity has examined what differences between interindividual and intergroup relations can account for the relative intractability of intergroup relations (Wildschut et al., 2003) . The majority of this research has contrasted interindividual and intergroup interactions in the context of the PDG and established that intergroup interactions are often more competitive than are interindividual interactions (the discontinuity effect). In a recent meta-analytic review, Wildschut et al. (2003) found the discontinuity effect to be substantially large and robust.
Five explanations for the discontinuity effect have received empirical support. First, the social-support hypothesis proposes that, unlike separate individuals, group members can provide mutual social support for a competitive choice (Insko, Schopler, Hoyle, Dardis, & Graetz, 1990; Schopler et al., 1993; Wildschut, Insko, & Gaertner, 2002) . Second, the identifiability hypothesis proposes that the group context provides a shield of anonymity, allowing group members to avoid personal responsibility for a selfish-competitive choice (Schopler et al., 1995) . Third, the fear hypothesis proposes that the actual or anticipated interaction with a group activates learned beliefs and expectations that other groups are untrustworthy, deceitful, and competitive Pemberton, Insko, & Schopler, 1996; Wildschut, Insko, & Pinter, 2004) . Fourth, the in-group-favoring-norm hypothesis proposes that membership in a group implies normative pressure to act so as to benefit the in-group (Wildschut et al., 2002) . Finally, the altruistic-rationalization hypothesis proposes that group members can rationalize their self-benefiting competitiveness as flowing from a concern for benefiting in-group members (Pinter et al., 2007) .
Not included among these explanations is the relativistic concern emphasized by, among others, McDougall (1920) and Tajfel and Turner (1986) . The reason for this absence is that no a priori reason exists why such concern should be stronger in an intergroup than in an interindividual context. On the contrary, there is even evidence to suggest that people attach greater importance to their individual standing relative to other individuals than to the standing of their in-group relative to out-groups (L. Gaertner, Sedikides, & Graetz, 1999; L. Gaertner, Sedikides, Vevea, & Iuzzini, 2002) . Such evidence notwithstanding, Sedikides and Strube (1997) drew an important distinction between self-enhancement concerns that are pursued "directly through flagrant attempts to increase selfconcept positivity" and those that are pursued indirectly "through ways and mannerisms that are subtle, are perceptive of the balance between immediate and delayed rewards, and are sensitive to the pressures of the social and cultural context" (p. 225). The five existing explanations of the discontinuity effect can all be interpreted to imply that relativistic concern will be manifested more directly or flagrantly, that is through competition, in intergroup than in interindividual contexts. The presence, in the intergroup context, of social support, anonymity, normative social influence to benefit the in-group, and opportunities for altruistic rationalization of self-interest should give rise to a relatively stronger concern with winning. Relatedly, the greater distrust of other groups than of other individuals should, in the intergroup context, give rise to relatively greater fear of losing. Arguably, such concern that the other group will get ahead is a manifestation, if not of selfenhancement, then of avoidance of loss of relative standing. Consistent with this argument, Wildschut, Lodewijkx, and Insko (2001) reported a strong correlation (.68) in the PDG context between distrust and concern for maximizing relative outcomes.
The Domain of Correspondent Outcomes
Although interindividual-intergroup discontinuity has been studied and documented extensively in the PDG context, the domain of correspondent outcomes has not yet been explored. But how should this domain be delineated? To answer this question, we drew on two influential treatises of 2 ϫ 2 matrix games. First, we turned to Kelley and Thibaut (1978) , who proposed an intuitive and familiar metric to quantify the extent to which the outcomes of two players are correspondent or noncorrespondent. For matrices that are identical from the perspective of both column and row player, this "index of correspondence" equals the correlation between players' outcomes across the four matrix cells. We therefore denote the index as r. A negative r indicates noncorrespondence of outcomes, whereas a positive r indicates correspondence of outcomes.
1 For situations involving high correspondence, "what is good for one is good for the other and what is bad for one is bad for both" (Kelley & Thibaut, 1978, p. 12) .
Having defined the domain of correspondent outcomes as consisting of matrices with a positive r, our next task was to select from this domain the most theoretically interesting matrices. Here, we turned to Rapoport and Guyer's (1966) influential classification of 2 ϫ 2 games. By restricting attention to those games in which each player's outcomes can be rank-ordered without ties, they demonstrated that there are exactly 78 possible ordinal games. Twelve of these 78 games involve symmetric outcomes, which means that the game is identical from the perspective of both column and row players. Eight of these 12 symmetric matrices, however, were considered to be theoretically uninteresting because they have either "absolutely stable" or "strongly stable" equilibrium points (Rapoport & Guyer, 1966, p. 206) . Stable equilibrium points occur when there is a matrix cell from which neither player is motivated to switch unilaterally. The remaining four theoretically interesting matrices are PDG, Chicken, Leader, and BOS. Note from Figure 1 that for each matrix the players' outcomes can be ranked in ascending order from 30 to 60 to 90 to 120 and that each matrix is symmetric. It is important that, whereas PDG has a negative r, Chicken, Leader, and BOS all have a positive r.
PDG
Of the Figure 1 matrices, the PDG has received most attention (Colman, 1995) . With the PDG, players have the ability to cooperate by choosing X or to not cooperate by choosing Y. In the short-run, choosing Y is the optimal choice, but for long-run 1 A technical complexity here is that the argument concerning correspondence of outcomes does not apply to the simple difference between cooperative and competitive choices when the index is polarized at either ϩ 1 or Ϫ1 (see Schopler et al., 2001) . strategies (assuming repeated interactions) a choice of X may be optimal. For the PDG in Figure 1 , r ϭ Ϫ.80. Another important property of the PDG matrix is that it does not incorporate an interaction pattern (i.e., a difference in diagonal outcome means). Just as Kelley and Thibaut (1978) placed major theoretical emphasis on r, they also emphasized the importance of the presence or absence of interactions. Kelley et al. (2003) refer to matrix interactions as joint control (JC), and we follow their recent terminology. Kelley and Thibaut referred to matrices without JC as "exchange situations" and matrices with JC as "coordination situations." In matrices with JC there may be reason to engage in coordinated alternation of responses or turn taking. Although there are no systematic studies of the presence or absence of JC on the discontinuity effect, there are studies examining the effect of variations in the magnitude of r on the discontinuity effect in matrices like the PDG in which there is no JC. These studies showed that, as r became more negative, groups, but not individuals, became more competitive Wildschut et al., 2002 Wildschut et al., , 2003 .
Chicken Poundstone (1992) credited Bertrand Russell (1959) with first using the "game of chicken" as an illustration for what is labeled the Chicken matrix. Russell cited the Hollywood example of two teenagers driving their cars at each other in order to see who would swerve first as a model for nuclear brinkmanship during the Cold War. The Chicken matrix superficially resembles the PDG, but has a positive r and a nonzero JC component. For the Chicken matrix in Figure 1 , r ϭ .20 and JC ϭ 30. Although the Chicken matrix has a nonzero JC component, it is important to note that coordinated alternation between the cells in the lower left to upper right diagonal does not provide greater outcomes than does repeated selection of the upper left cell (in both instances, the average outcome equals 90). Colman (1995) credited Luce and Raiffa (1957) with first illustrating the BOS matrix with the now classic, but stereotyped, example of the decisions of a husband and wife regarding how they spend their evening. In this example, the husband prefers going to a prize fight, whereas the wife prefers going to the opera, but both would prefer to be accompanied by the other rather than to attend either event alone. In Figure 1 , the Y choice represents the preferred pastime of both spouses. However, the highest outcome, 120, is only obtained when the partner selects his or her nonpreferred pastime (X). Maximization of outcomes in the BOS matrix requires coordinated alternation between the cells in the lower left to upper right diagonal. Such alternation guarantees that the spouses are always together, but take turns attending their preferred event. For the BOS matrix in Figure 1 , r ϭ .80 and JC ϭ 60.
BOS

Leader
The classic example of the Leader matrix relates to the decisions made by two motorists stopped at an intersection (Colman, 1995) . If both simultaneously pull out into the intersection, a collision will occur. If both wait for the other to pull out, they face an indefinite delay. However, if one proceeds into the intersection while the other waits, the person pulling out first gains the highest outcome, while the waiting motorist, or "leader," receives the second highest outcome. In Figure 1 , X represents waiting whereas Y represents proceeding into the intersection. As in BOS, outcomes can be maximized through coordinated alternation. For the Leader matrix in Figure 1 , r ϭ .80 and JC ϭ 60.
The presence of a large JC component in BOS and Leader introduces a complexity regarding how to score the choices for cooperation, or competition, when cooperation occurs through coordinated alternation of the X and Y choices. Note from Figure 1 that, if the two players alternate X and Y choices rather than make mutual X choices, outcomes are reduced with the PDG, remain the same with Chicken, but are increased with BOS and Leader. In the past, we have noticed occasional instances of such alternation with the PDG and, consistent with participants' obvious intent, have scored sequences as cooperation if this alternation was explicitly agreed upon and conformed to. We followed the same procedure in the present research.
Experiment 1
Expectations and Possible Transformation of Motivation
In Experiment 1, we contrasted interindividual and intergroup interactions in the context of the Figure 1 matrices. For the PDG, we expected to replicate the discontinuity effect. In the present context, the PDG provides a meaningful baseline for assessing the magnitude of the discontinuity effect in the domain of correspondent outcomes. But what did we predict for the Chicken matrix? The Chicken matrix resembles the PDG, but unlike the PDG, selection of the competitive choice by both players results in the lowest possible outcomes (analogous to a head-on collision), and therefore both players have a shared interest in coordinating their actions so as to avoid this disastrous scenario. Because the grave risk associated with competition should be evident to both individuals and groups, there should be no discontinuity effect.
Still, Kelley and Thibaut (1978) argued that the matrix which is "given" in the experimental situation may be transformed to an "effective" matrix that actually controls behavior. In a chapter for which Norbert Kerr had major responsibility, Kelley et al. (2003) proposed that two concerns that might produce a competitive "death-before-dishonor" transformation of the "given" Chicken matrix are "a strong preference to do better than the other, or . . . a strong aversion to doing less well than the other" (p. 205). Kelley et al. (2003) go on to observe, consistent with existing explanations of the discontinuity effect, that one circumstance that may create a relativistic orientation is an intergroup context as opposed to an interindividual context (Bornstein, Budescu, & Zamir, 1997; Bornstein & Gilula, 2003) . Thus, even though the "given" Chicken matrix has a positive r, the effective Chicken matrix may, in the case of groups, have a negative r. Assuming that the intergroup context promotes a competitive, death-before-dishonor transformation of the given Chicken matrix, we would expect to detect a discontinuity effect.
Might the relatively greater concern in the intergroup context with doing better and not doing worse than others also spark intergroup competition in the context of BOS and Leader? It is possible, but there is a critical difference between Chicken, on the one hand, and BOS and Leader, on the other. Both BOS and Leader have a high positive correlation and a sizeable JC component, implying that, unlike with Chicken, the players can jointly achieve the highest possible outcomes across trials by coordinated alternation of X and Y choices. As both groups and individuals receive ample time to study the matrices, the alternation advantage should be equally obvious to both individuals and groups. This line of reasoning is consistent with evidence that direct selfenhancement can be constrained when it is perceived to interfere with the attainment of other valued outcomes (Sedikides & Strube, 1997) .
Planned Contrasts
In addition to gender, Experiment 1 included a four-level matrix variable (PDG vs. Chicken vs. BOS vs. Leader) and an individuals versus groups variable. The expected Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix interaction was partitioned with three orthogonal contrasts on the matrix variable. The first contrast compared PDG and Chicken pooled with BOS and Leader pooled. The second contrast compared PDG with Chicken. Finally, the third contrast compared BOS with Leader. We expected the interaction between the individual versus groups manipulation and the first contrast (PDG and Chicken pooled vs. BOS and Leader pooled) to be significant, such that the discontinuity effect would be stronger for PDG and Chicken pooled than for BOS and Leader pooled. We did not expect a significant interaction between the individuals versus groups manipulation and the third contrast (BOS vs. Leader) because it should be equally clear to individuals and groups that they can achieve the highest possible outcomes by coordinated alternation. Finally, we were uncertain about the interaction between the individuals versus groups manipulation and the second contrast (PDG vs. Chicken). If only some of the group members made the competitive, death-before-dishonor transformation of the given Chicken matrix, the discontinuity effect should be stronger with the PDG than with Chicken, and hence, the interaction would be significant. However, if all or nearly all group members were to make this transformation, the interaction should not be significant.
Method Participants
Participants were 418 introductory psychology students (180 men, 238 women) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Participation fulfilled a course requirement.
Independent Variables
The experimental design included three between-subject variables. Two of these variables were manipulated. The first manipulation was individuals versus groups. Interactions involved either 2 individuals or two 3-person groups. The second manipulation was matrix type. Figure 1 depicts the PDG, Chicken, Leader, and BOS matrices as used in the intergroup condition. In the interindividual condition, matrix values were divided by 3. The third factor was gender. Experimental sessions involved either women or men.
Procedure
On arrival, participants drew index cards labeled "A" or "B" to determine their room assignments. In the individuals condition, 1 participant was assigned to room "A" and one was assigned to room "B." In the groups condition, 3 participants were assigned to each room. Both rooms were connected to a larger central room. Before beginning the actual trials, participants were given instructions regarding the relevant matrix and completed an exercise assessing their understanding of the matrix. After participants completed these exercises, the experimenter checked the answers, pointed out and corrected any mistakes, and answered any additional questions.
Participants were led to expect that there would be between six and eight trials, but only five trials were actually conducted. This was done to ensure that participants remained unaware of when the final trial would occur. Each trial involved an ordered sequence of 30-s steps. First, players were given 30 s to look over the matrix. Second, individuals, or group representatives, met for 30 s at a table in the central room. They were told that they could discuss anything about the matrix they wished. Third, individuals or group representatives returned to their homerooms where individuals or groups were given 30 s to record a decision. The experimenter then collected the decisions and dispensed the payoffs before beginning the next trial. After the fifth trial, the experimenter distributed a postexperimental questionnaire to each participant.
Dependent Variables
The main dependent variable was the proportion of corrected competitive choices. These were Y choices that were not accompanied by an agreement to alternate X and Y choices. Such agreements were observed and recorded by the experimenter. Cooperative alternation was defined as the stated intention of an interacting party to alternate choices on subsequent trials with the expectation that the other side would do the same. For instance, if side A picked X on the first trial with the expectation that side B would choose Y, and these intentions were explicitly stated during the communication period, then the decisions of both sides were coded as corrected cooperation.
The initial question on the postexperimental questionnaire asked participants whether their group (or she or he) had chosen X or Y on any of the trials and, if so, to indicate why they had done so. Two judges coded the open-ended responses for the following five possibilities: (a) concern for maximizing absolute outcomes (max own; e.g., "We chose 'Y' because we wanted to get the maximum amount of money"); (b) concern for maximizing the joint outcomes of both players (max joint; e.g., "We chose 'X' to maximize the amount of money both groups would earn"); (c) concern for minimizing the difference in outcomes between the players (min dif; e.g., "I chose 'X' because then both of us would receive the same amount"); (d) concern for maximizing relative outcomes (max rel; e.g., "We chose 'Y' to get more money than them"); and (e) distrust (e.g., "We chose 'Y' because we didn't trust them to pick X"). Spearman-Brown corrected interrater reliabilities exceeded .82, and ratings were averaged across the two judges. The open-ended responses also provided an additional check on the presence of coordinated alternation. In each session in which cooperative alternation was detected by the experimenter, participants' written responses corroborated this observation.
Next, participants completed a 10-item questionnaire comprising two items to assess each of the five above-described choice reasons. For example, in the groups condition, max rel was assessed with the following items: "I wanted my group to earn more than the other group" and "I wanted to maximize the differences between the groups in my group's favor." Items were rated on a 7-point scale (1 ϭ not at all; 7 ϭ very much). Spearman-Brown corrected reliabilities exceeded . 77 . The coded open-ended responses and the item ratings were standardized to create a common metric (z scores) and then averaged to create composite scores. Reliability coefficients for these composites exceeded .83.
The postexperimental questionnaire included three final questions to assess participants' cognitive representations of the aggregate of participants (S. L. . Participants rated the extent to which the participants in the session were one group ("To what extent did you feel like the [two/six] participants who participated in today's experiment were members of one group?"), two groups ("To what extent did it feel like the [two/six] participants who participated in today's experiment were members of two separate groups?"), and separate individuals ("To what extent did it feel like the [two/six] participants in today's experiment were separate individuals?"). Items were rated on a 7-point scale (1 ϭ not at all; 7 ϭ very much).
Unit of Analysis
Because the responses of two interacting individuals or two interacting groups were not independent, the experimental session was treated as the unit of analysis. There were 53 individual sessions and 52 group sessions.
Results
Proportion of Corrected Competitive Choices
Means for the proportion of corrected competitive choices are given in the first row of To summarize, the magnitude of the discontinuity effect varied as a function of matrix type. The discontinuity effect was significant for PDG and Chicken but not for BOS and Leader.
Proportion of Alternation Choices
Mean proportions of alternation choices are presented in the third row of Table 1 . An Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ 3 We also explored the significant interactions by testing the matrix contrasts separately for individuals and groups. These tests of simple effects indicated that the difference between PDG and Chicken pooled and BOS and Leader pooled was not significant for individuals but was significant for groups. For groups, there was more competition with PDG and Chicken than with BOS and Leader. Furthermore, we found that the difference between PDG and Chicken was not significant for individuals but was significant for groups. For groups, there was more competition with PDG than with Chicken. 4 Descriptively, the discontinuity effect was larger in the Leader than the BOS condition. However, the comparatively high mean of .15 for groups in the Leader condition was almost entirely due to an atypical session in which a female group competed at a rate of .90. 
Choice Reasons
Because analyses of the coded and questionnaire-based assessments of choice reasons revealed similar results, we report only the analyses for the z-score composites. Relevant means are presented in Table 2 .
Max own. The Individuals Versus Groups ϫ PDG versus Chicken interaction was also significant, F(1, 89) ϭ 9.96, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 0.67. Tests of simple effects revealed that the tendency for groups to report more distrust than individuals was significant with PDG, F(1, 89) ϭ 86.14, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 1.97, and that the smaller effect 5 The ANOVA resulted in one more significant effect: the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ Gender interaction, F(3, 89) ϭ 4.44, p Ͻ .01. The tendency for groups, relative to individuals, to report more max rel when interacting in the context of the PDG than when interacting in the context of Chicken was larger for women than for men. Note. Means are standardized composite scores derived from coded open-ended responses and item ratings. Max own ϭ concern for maximizing absolute outcome; max joint ϭ concern for maximizing the joint outcomes of both players; min dif ϭ concern for minimizing the differences in outcomes between players; max rel ϭ concern for maximizing relative outcomes; PDG ϭ Prisoner's Dilemma Game; BOS ϭ Battle of the Sexes.
with Chicken was also significant, F(1, 89) ϭ 24.08, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ1.04.
6,7
Mediation by Choice Reasons
We conducted mediation analyses for the significant Individuals Versus Groups ϫ PDG and Chicken Pooled Versus BOS and Leader Pooled interaction as well as for the significant Individuals Versus Groups ϫ PDG Versus Chicken interaction.
Individuals versus groups interaction with PDG and Chicken pooled versus BOS and Leader pooled. As reported above, the finding of a larger discontinuity effect with PDG and Chicken pooled than with BOS and Leader pooled was tracked by max rel and distrust. Tests for heterogeneity of regression were not significant for either choice reason, qualifying each as a potential mediator. When we added max rel as a covariate to the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ Gender ANOVA of competition, the critical Individuals Versus Groups ϫ PDG and Chicken Pooled Versus BOS and Leader Pooled interaction was reduced in magnitude-from F(1, 89) ϭ 10.30, d ϭ 0.68 -but remained significant, F(1, 88) ϭ 6.10, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.53. The predicted positive association of max rel with competition was significant, B ϭ 0.13, SE ϭ 0.02, F(1, 88) ϭ 30.80, p Ͻ .01. We tested the indirect effect through max rel by calculating z'. The critical value (␣ ϭ .05) for this statistic is 0.97 (MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, & Sheets, 2002) . The indirect effect through max rel was significant, z' ϭ 1.94, p Ͻ .01. These findings are consistent with the possibility that the greater discontinuity effect with PDG and Chicken than with BOS and Leader flowed from a particularly strong concern for maximizing relative outcomes among PDG and Chicken groups (relative to BOS and Leader groups).
A parallel analysis for distrust revealed that, after entering distrust as a covariate, the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ PDG and Chicken Pooled Versus BOS and Leader Pooled interaction was no longer significant, F(1, 88) ϭ 0.13, p Ͻ .75, d ϭ 0.08. The predicted positive association of distrust with competition was significant, B ϭ 0.24, SE ϭ 0.02, F(1, 88) ϭ 113.67, p Ͻ .01. A test of the indirect effect through distrust was significant, z' ϭ 3.02, p Ͻ .01. These results are consistent with the possibility that the relatively greater discontinuity effect with PDG and Chicken was mediated by particularly strong distrust among PDG and Chicken groups (compared with BOS and Leader groups).
8
Individuals versus groups interaction with PDG versus Chicken.
The finding of a larger discontinuity effect with PDG than with Chicken was tracked by distrust, max rel, and max joint. However, simple-effect tests for max rel and max joint revealed data patterns that did not map onto competition. Hence, we further explored the mediating role of distrust only. When distrust was added as a covariate, the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ PDG Versus Chicken interaction was no longer significant, F(1, 88) ϭ 0.11, p Ͻ .74, d ϭ 0.07, and the predicted positive association of distrust with competition was significant, B ϭ 0.24, SE ϭ 0.02, F(1, 88) ϭ 113.67, p Ͻ .01. A test of the indirect effect through distrust was significant (z' ϭ 3.07, p Ͻ .01). These findings suggest that the greater discontinuity effect with the PDG than with Chicken was mediated by the relatively greater distrust of groups interacting in the PDG context. There was also a significant Individuals Versus Groups ϫ PDG Versus Chicken interaction, F(1, 89) ϭ 4.12, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.43. Tests of simple effects revealed that the tendency for individuals to have higher one-group ratings than did groups was significant with 6 The ANOVA resulted in one more significant effect, the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ Gender interaction, F(3, 89) ϭ 3.59, p Ͻ .05. The tendency for groups, relative to individuals, to report more distrust when interacting in the context of the PDG than when interacting in the context of Chicken was larger for men than for women. 7 In supplementary analyses, we explored significant interactions by testing the matrix contrasts separately for individuals and groups. For max joint, these tests of simple effects revealed, unexpectedly, that the difference between PDG and Chicken was significant for individuals but not for groups. For individuals, max joint was higher with PDG than with Chicken. For max rel, we found that the difference between PDG and Chicken pooled and BOS and Leader pooled was not significant for individuals but was significant for groups. For groups, max rel was higher with PDG and Chicken than with BOS and Leader. Furthermore, the difference in max rel between PDG and Chicken was significant for individuals but not for groups. For individuals, max rel was higher with Chicken than with PDG. For distrust, we found that the difference between the PDG and Chicken pooled and BOS and Leader pooled was not significant for individuals but was significant for groups. For groups, distrust was higher with PDG and Chicken pooled than with BOS and Leader pooled. Finally, we found that that the difference in distrust between PDG and Chicken was not significant for individuals but was significant for groups. For groups, distrust was higher with PDG than with Chicken.
8 These mediation analyses examined distrust and max rel separately rather than simultaneously. We took this approach because distrust and max rel were highly correlated (.83). J. Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken (2003) have indicated that when possible mediators are highly correlated "the results of a simultaneous regression of such a set of variables that ignores their multicollinearity will necessarily be misleading" (2003, p. 98) . They go on to point out that it may be helpful to conceptualize highly correlated variables as a single variable. As suggested previously, this can be done for the assessments of distrust and max rel. If max rel is the concern with getting ahead, and distrust is the concern with not falling behind, then it is arguable that distrust and max rel are opposite sides of the same coin. Of course, distrust could also reflect concern with losing outcomes in an absolute sense, but the high correlation with max rel (r ϭ .83) relative to the correlation with max own (r ϭ .22) indicates that distrust related more to relative than absolute loss of outcomes. In any event, when we entered max rel and distrust simultaneously into a mediation analysis, there were significant indirect effects on competition through both max rel (z' ϭ 1.09, p Ͻ .05) and distrust (z' ϭ 3.73, p Ͻ .01). F(1, 89) Table 3 ). Separate-individuals ratings were higher for individuals than they were for groups and higher with PDG and Chicken pooled than they were with BOS and Leader pooled, F(1, 89) ϭ 4.72, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.46.
PDG,
9
Mediation by Perceived Categorization
Mediation analyses were conducted for one-group ratings only, because neither two-group ratings nor separate-individuals ratings tracked choice behavior. As reported above, analysis of one-group ratings revealed significant interactions of the individuals versus groups manipulation with all three planned contrasts on the matrix manipulation. However, for groups, the only significant simple effect was for the contrast between PDG and Chicken pooled versus BOS and Leader pooled (see Footnote 9). Consequently, mediation analyses were restricted to the interaction of the individuals versus groups manipulation with this particular contrast. When the one-group ratings were entered as a covariate to the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ Gender ANOVA of competition, the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ PDG and Chicken Versus BOS and Leader interaction was reduced-from F(1, 89) ϭ 10.30, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 0.68 -but remained significant, F(1, 88) ϭ 4.31, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.44. The predicted negative association between one-group ratings and competition was significant, B ϭ Ϫ0.10, SE ϭ 0.02, F(1, 88) ϭ 46.48, p Ͻ .01. A test of the indirect effect through the one-group ratings was significant (z' ϭ 2.24, p Ͻ .01). These findings are consistent with the possibility that the discontinuity effect is reduced in strong coordination situations, like BOS and Leader, because such situations lead group members to conceive of the interacting groups as being part of a single, superordinate group.
Discussion
Experiment 1 found that the discontinuity effect occurred with PDG and Chicken but not with BOS and Leader. Why was there no significant discontinuity effect with Leader and BOS? First, note that the large JC component implied that both groups and individuals could maximize outcomes through coordinated alternation. Second, note that the large positive r between the players' outcomes across the four cells of the matrix should have reduced the potential conflict of interest that is arguably more salient for groups than for individuals. In fact, a computer simulation of the PDG, Chicken, Leader, and BOS matrices by Browning and Colman (2004) found substantial alternation for Leader and BOS but not for PDG and Chicken. The present alternation results provide the first empirical support with actual participants for Kelley and Thibaut's (1978) emphasis on the distinction between exchange situations and coordination situations, and the results do justify the association of their theory with an "interdependence" label as opposed to just an "exchange" label.
Alternation, or turn taking, occurred more frequently with Leader and BOS than with PDG and Chicken. Given that with 9 In supplementary analyses, we explored significant interactions by testing the matrix contrasts separately for individuals and groups. For one-group ratings, these tests of simple effects showed that the difference between PDG and Chicken pooled and BOS and Leader pooled was not significant for individuals but was significant for groups. For groups, one-group ratings were higher with Leader and BOS than they were with PDG and Chicken, F(1, 89) ϭ 15.31, p Ͻ.01. Furthermore, the difference in one-group ratings between PDG and Chicken was not significant for groups and was marginal for individuals. For individuals, the descriptive pattern indicated higher one-group ratings with PDG than with Chicken. Finally, the difference in one-group ratings between BOS and Leader was not significant for individuals, and marginal for groups. For groups, the descriptive pattern indicated higher one-group ratings with BOS than with Leader. For two-group ratings, the difference between BOS and Leader was not significant for individuals but was significant for groups. For groups, two-groups ratings were higher with Leader than with BOS. Leader and BOS both groups and individuals could increase their absolute outcomes to a greater extent by turn taking than by being competitive, these results are, from an interdependence theory perspective, not unexpected. However, the results become more interesting when viewed as contrary to a possible perspective of assumed, relativistic social comparison. Tajfel (1978) , for example, advocated such a perspective:
The characteristics of one's group as a whole (such as its status, its richness or poverty, its skin colour or its ability to reach its aims) achieve most of their significance in relation to perceived differences from other groups and the value connotation of these differences. For example, economic deprivation acquires its importance in social attitudes, intentions and actions mainly when it becomes "relative deprivation." (p. 66)
A few years later Tajfel and Turner (1986) characterized data from mere-categorization research as consistent with this perspective:
The data suggest that larger absolute gains that did not establish a difference in favour of the in-group were sacrificed for smaller comparative gains, when the two kinds of gains were made to conflict (p. 17).
Of course Tajfel (1978) and Tajfel and Turner (1986) did not imply that absolute gains were unimportant, just that they were less important than relative gains. The present data, however, indicate that in situations with large JC, like Leader and BOS, relative gains are not more important than absolute gains. That is, our findings indicate that the relativistic perspective is not universally applicable. We, in fact, regard it as fortunate that there are situations in which groups cooperate and get along quite well.
Given the two above-described reasons for a nonsignificant discontinuity effect for Leader and BOS, it is intriguing that there was a significant discontinuity effect for Chicken. The Chicken matrix does contain a JC component, although smaller than the JC component for Leader and BOS (30 vs. 60 and 60, respectively) , and does have a positive r, although smaller than the r for Leader and BOS (.20 vs. .80 and .80, respectively) . Note, however, that these indices are for the experimentally given matrix and that a concern with winning or not losing might reverse the 30 and 60 outcomes in the Figure 1 Chicken matrix. Such a transformation would produce an effective matrix like the Figure 1 PDG with its 0 interaction and negative r. The choice results are consistent with the possibility that some of the groups were sufficiently concerned with relative standing, superiority, or even honor to make such a transformation.
Furthermore, the mediation analyses provided circumstantial support for the argument that at least some of the groups transformed the Chicken matrix to a matrix that was more like the PDG. We obtained evidence consistent with the possibility that the greater discontinuity effect with the PDG and Chicken matrices than the Leader and BOS matrices was mediated by more max rel (or concern with winning) and highly correlated distrust (or concern with not losing) for the PDG and Chicken groups than for Leader and BOS groups (relative to individuals). These results suggest, perhaps, that with Chicken the given matrix is transformed into an effective matrix by a concern with obtaining honor and avoiding dishonor.
We find the results for perceived categorization particularly important because they indicate that sets of people can forgo relativistic, intergroup social comparisons even when they do regard themselves as members of two groups. Groups interacting in the context of PDG and Chicken were more competitive than those interacting in the context of BOS and Leader. Furthermore, relative to PDG and Chicken conditions, group members in the BOS and Leader conditions were more likely to perceive the 6 participants in the session as one group. However, group members in the BOS and Leader conditions did not significantly differ from those in the PDG and Chicken conditions in perceiving the 6 participants in the session as two groups. An implication is that those social psychologists, beginning with McDougall (1920) , who have emphasized the relativistic orientation of groups to each other, have thought of groups primarily as exchange groups and not as coordination groups. Our results point to the importance of the distinction between the two types of contexts, as originally proposed in Kelley and Thibaut's (1978) interdependence theory.
The evidence that the perception of two groups occurred with the Leader and BOS matrices, and yet the levels of cooperation with these matrices was markedly high, is consistent with Park and Judd's (2005) observation that "there may be conditions under which it is possible to both see groups as distinct from one another, and yet not show heightened levels of intergroup bias" (pp. 123-124). Park and Judd took exception to the assumption that strong category boundaries increase intergroup bias. Park and Judd's (2005) argument has an interesting parallel with the S. L. Gaertner and Dovidio (2000) common in-group identity model, which approaches the reduction of intergroup bias, not by reducing the perception of two groups, but by promoting the perception of one common group. We, furthermore, find it interesting that S. L. Gaertner and Dovidio specifically mentioned "intergroup interdependence" as one cause of "individuals' cognitive representations of the aggregate" (p. 11). Both Park and Judd (2005) and S. L Gaertner and Dovidio endorsed a multicultural perspective. Such a perspective, and the common in-group identity model, are consistent with the present finding that although the tendency to perceive two groups was not significantly weaker with the Leader and BOS matrices than with the PDG and Chicken matrices, the tendency to perceive one group was stronger with the Leader and BOS matrices. Furthermore, the mediation analysis revealed evidence consistent with mediation of the lesser competitiveness of the Leader and BOS groups than of the PDG and Chicken groups (relative to individuals) by the perception of one group. The fact that we obtained such evidence in addition to the evidence consistent with mediation by max rel and distrust raises the interesting possibility that these perceptions of one group and relativistic concern are linked in an extended causal chain. One possibility is that the opportunity afforded by BOS and Leader to maximize outcomes through coordinated alternation gave rise to stronger perceptions of one group, which in turn produced the reduction in relativistic concern that then led to reduced intergroup competition. Unfortunately, the available evidence does not enable causal inference of this sort, but we do believe that this is an interesting direction for future research.
What the present evidence does not give us is an indication of the relative frequencies of exchange situations (with a lesser perception of one group) and coordination situations (with a greater perception of one group). Indirect evidence for the relatively high frequency of exchange contexts in nonlaboratory situations comes from the diary studies of Pemberton et al. (1996) . Recorded interactions between groups were perceived as more competitive than were recorded interactions between individuals. Furthermore, after the final diaries had been completed, interactions between groups were recalled as more competitive than they had been initially recorded on the diaries. Such evidence suggests that effective exchange situations may be more frequent than coordination situations and possibly accounts for the fact that many social psychologists, starting with McDougall (1920) , thought of intergroup relations as primarily existing in exchange situations. What accounts for the possible high frequency of effective exchange situations for groups? We do not know, but perhaps the idea that the intergroup situation provides an acceptable context for supporting self-esteem plays a role.
A further interesting aspect of the results is that the tendency to perceive two groups was higher for groups interacting in the context of Leader than for those interacting in the context of BOS. We did not predict this result but can relate its occurrence to the main effect of own choice on own outcomes. Kelley et al. (2003) refer to this main effect as "actor control" (AC). With Leader, unlike with BOS, AC is 0. In retrospect, we find it plausible that two interacting sets of people who do not have direct control over their own outcomes might be particularly likely to perceive two groups.
Experiment 2
Bertrand Russell (1959) used the game of chicken as a model for nuclear brinkmanship during the Cold War:
. . . when the game is played by eminent statesmen, who risk not only their own lives but those of many hundreds of millions of human beings, it is thought on both sides that the statesmen on one side are displaying a high degree of wisdom and courage, and only the statesmen on the other side are reprehensible. This, of course, is absurd. Both are to blame for playing such an incredibly dangerous game. The game may be played without misfortune a few times, but sooner or later it will come to be felt that loss of face is more dreadful than nuclear annihilation. (p. 30).
Fortunately, Russell's (1959) grim prediction did not come true. But why not? The Experiment 1 results indeed suggest that some groups, at least, are willing to risk the low outcomes in the lower right-hand cell of the Chicken matrix in order to avoid a loss of face. Perhaps, however, this would not have been the case if the outcomes associated with mutual competition had been even lower. Of course, we cannot model a situation in which the outcomes involve a loss of life, but we can construct a matrix in which mutual competition results in disproportionately low outcomes. A consequence of that change, while remaining consistent with the characteristics of Chicken, is to produce a matrix with a larger main effect of partner's choice on own outcomes, or partner control (PC; Kelley et al., 2003) and a larger JC component.
We find it interesting that MAD does imply that a larger PC and JC would decrease the probability of war. Although he did not use the term mutual assured destruction, Henry Kissinger (1956) wrote an influential article articulating the basic idea. Kissinger was primarily concerned with the Cold War relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union and "how to give effect to the one interest we presumably have in common: that we both wish to avoid all-out thermo-nuclear war" (p. 361). He, however, did not restrict the argument to just the Cold War, asking "What statesman who declared war in 1914 would not have recoiled had he known the shape of the world in 1918?" (p. 359). A subsequent article by Albert Wohlstetter (1959) referred to the "Balance of Terror" (p. 217) and the difficulty of achieving such a balance, even though it was "a crucial objective of national policy" (p. 221). In 1968, Robert McNamara referred to "mutual assureddestruction capability" (p. 160), and this language seems to have spawned numerous subsequent references to MAD (e.g., Lieber & Press, 2006) . Two matrices were created for Experiment 2. Figure 2 depicts these matrices as used in the intergroup condition. In the interindividual condition, matrix values were divided by 3. For the high PC-JC matrix mutual competition results in mutually assured very low outcomes (15s in the lower right-hand cell), whereas for the low PC-JC matrix, mutual competition results in mutually assured less low outcomes (90s in the lower right-hand cell). Note also that the index of correspondence was identical for both matrices (r ϭ .20). Because the consequences of mutual Y choices are so disastrous for the high PC-JC matrix, we did not expect either individuals or groups to compete with this matrix, but we did expect groups to compete more than individuals with the low PC-JC matrix (as in Experiment 1).
Method
Participants were 162 introductory psychology students (88 men, 74 women) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Participation fulfilled a course requirement. Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 with one exception. Instead of the four matrices used in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 used two versions of the Chicken matrix. There were 21 individual sessions and 20 group sessions.
Results
Proportion of Corrected Competitive Choices
Means for the proportion of corrected competitive choices are given in the first row of Table 4 . An Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ Gender ANOVA resulted in significant main effects for individuals versus groups, F(1, 33) ϭ 6.12, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.86, and matrix type, F(1, 33) ϭ 11.57, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 1.18. The main effect for individuals versus groups provided further evidence for a discontinuity effect in the context of Chicken. The main effect for matrix type indicated that there was more competition in the context of the low than the high PC-JC matrix. These main effects were, however, qualified by a significant Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix interaction, F(1, 33) ϭ 6.12, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.86. The interaction indicated that the discontinuity effect was larger (and descriptively only present) with the low PC-JC matrix.
Proportion of Alternation Choices
Mean proportions of alternation choices are presented in the third row of Table 4 . An ANOVA resulted in a significant Matrix ϫ Gender interaction only, F(1, 33) ϭ 8.79, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 1.03. The interaction indicated that there was a tendency for women to alternate more than men with the low PC-JC matrix only.
Choice Reasons
Because analyses of the coded and questionnaire-based assessments of choice reasons revealed similar results, we report only the analyses for the z-score composites. Reliability coefficients for these composites exceeded .77. Relevant means are given in Table 5 .
Max own. An ANOVA resulted in a significant main effect for individuals versus groups only, F(1, 33) ϭ 10.94, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 1.15. Groups reported more max own than did individuals.
Max joint. For max joint, there was a significant main effect of individuals versus groups, F(1, 33) ϭ 9.73, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 1.09, and a significant Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ Gender interaction, F(1, 33) ϭ 5.14, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.79. Individuals reported more max joint than groups, but this general pattern was reversed for women with the high PC-JC matrix.
Min dif. An ANOVA revealed significant main effects for individuals versus groups, F(1, 33) Groups reported more distrust than individuals, and there was more distrust with the low than the high PC-JC matrix. These main effects were qualified by a significant Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix interaction, F(1, 33) ϭ 7.25, p Ͻ .01, d ϭ 0.94. The tendency for groups to report more distrust than individuals was relatively greater with the low PC-JC matrix.
Mediation by Choice Reasons
As indicated above, the critical Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix interaction was significant for max rel and distrust. The test for heterogeneity of regression was nonsignificant for both reasons. When we added max rel as a covariate to the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ Gender ANOVA of competition, the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix interaction became nonsignificant, F(1, 32) ϭ 1.33, p Ͻ .26, d ϭ 0.41, and the predicted positive association of max rel with competition was significant, B ϭ 0.12, SE ϭ 0.04, F(1, 32) ϭ 10.59, p Ͻ .01. A test of the indirect effect through max rel was significant (z' ϭ 2.13, p Ͻ .01). These results are consistent with mediation by the relatively greater concern for maximizing relative outcomes of groups interacting in the context of the low PC-JC matrix (as compared with the high PC-JC matrix).
When we added distrust as covariate, the Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix interaction became nonsignificant, F(1, 32) ϭ .64, p Ͻ .43, d ϭ 0.23, and there was a significant positive association of distrust with competition, B ϭ 0.17, SE ϭ 0.03, F(1, 32) ϭ 26.42, p Ͻ .01. A test of the indirect effect through distrust was significant( z' ϭ Ϫ2.76, p Ͻ .01). These results are consistent with mediation by the relatively greater distrust of groups inter- Table 6 ). Groups were more likely than individuals to perceive their session as involving two groups, and participants in the low PC-JC matrix condition were more likely than those in the high PC-JC matrix condition to perceive their session as involving two groups. These main effects were qualified, however, by a significant Individuals Versus Groups ϫ Matrix ϫ Gender interaction, F(1, 33) ϭ 5.26, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.80. The tendency for the two-group ratings to be higher with the low than the high PC-JC matrix was significant for male individuals and female groups, but not for male groups or female individuals. Suffice it to say that two-group ratings did not track choice behavior.
Separate individuals. For separate-individuals ratings, there was a main effect for individuals versus groups only, F(1, 33) ϭ 4.94, p Ͻ .05, d ϭ 0.77 (see Table 6 ). Individuals were more likely than groups to perceive the participants in the sessions as separate individuals.
Because none of the perceived-categorization items tracked the critical finding that the discontinuity effect was larger (and descriptively only present) with the low PC-JC matrix, no mediation analyses were conducted.
Discussion
In Experiment 1, groups were more competitive than individuals with a version of the Chicken matrix. Experiment 2, however, demonstrated that a significant discontinuity effect did not occur with a high PC-JC matrix in which the lower right-hand cell contained markedly low outcomes but did occur with a low PC-JC matrix in which the lower right-hand cell contained somewhat higher outcomes. The mediation analysis pointed to the potential importance of max rel (a concern with winning) and distrust (a possible concern with not losing) as an explanation as to why the low PC-JC matrix produced a larger discontinuity effect than the high PC-JC matrix. These results are all consistent with the general argument that unless the values in the lower right-hand cell are markedly low, the given matrix with moderately correspondent outcomes may be transformed to an effective matrix with noncorrespondent outcomes, and that the reason for such a transformation relates to a concern with winning or not losing.
A possible reason why winning may motivate competitiveness is consistency with self-esteem. Support for this interpretation comes from Gramzow and Gaertner's (2005) finding that individual differences in self-esteem were correlated with the evaluation of novel in-groups and that this relationship held even when the behavior of in-group members was more negative than the behavior of out-group members. Perhaps group members are willing to risk obtaining moderately low outcomes if by so doing they can obtain evidence that they are justified in thinking well of themselves.
Although we certainly did not model situations with a potential loss of life, the obtained evidence is consistent with the possibility that Bertrand Russell's (1959) assumption that the game of chicken will inevitably lead to mutual disaster is less likely to hold if the disaster is markedly severe. Although we do believe, consistent with MAD, that an increasingly low outcome will decrease the probability of intergroup conflict, we do not mean to imply that under such circumstances intergroup conflict cannot occur. Using the term rationality to mean self-interested motivation, Wohlstetter 10 As in Study 1, distrust and max rel were highly correlated (.81), which implies that separate, rather than simultaneous, mediation analyses are appropriate (J. Cohen et al., 2003) . Still, when max rel and distrust were entered simultaneously into a mediation analysis, we found significant indirect effects on competition through both max rel (z' ϭ 1.00, p Ͻ .05) and distrust (z' ϭ 2.16, p Ͻ .01). Note. Means are standardized composite scores derived from coded open-ended responses and item ratings. Max own ϭ concern for maximizing absolute outcome; max joint ϭ concern for maximizing the joint outcomes of both players; min dif ϭ concern for minimizing the differences in outcomes between players; max rel ϭ concern for maximizing relative outcomes; PC-JC ϭ partner control-joint control. Note. Scores derived from ratings of 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). PC-JC ϭ partner control-joint control.
(1959) warned that the success of a "deterrent strategy" assumes a "rational enemy" (p. 231). However, as illustrated by the Jonestown mass suicide (see Cialdini, 1993, pp. 123-128) , groups do not always follow the usual dictates of such rationality. More recent examples relate to terrorist suicide bombings that also deviate from usual rationality, although some terrorists appear to believe that they will be ultimately rewarded in an afterlife. The Jonestown example and the charisma of Rev. Jones is an obvious example of how social influence can, under some circumstances, produce suicidal behavior. Aside from such observational evidence, there is experimental evidence for the role of social influence in the context of the PDG. Wildschut et al. (2002, Experiment 2) found that the reduced intergroup competitiveness associated with a less negative index of correspondence (Ϫ.05 vs. Ϫ.60) could be partially overcome if the separated group members received even minimal social support for being competitive. Although this might also occur with the Chicken matrix, one would hope that the probability would be much lower, considering the particularly dire consequences of mutual competition. There is currently, however, no experimental evidence comparing the differential impact of social influence across the Chicken and PDG matrices.
General Discussion
Perhaps the most interesting overall conclusion to be drawn from the two experiments relates to the difference between coordination situations that may not be transformed to exchange situations (BOS and Leader) and a coordination situation that may be transformed to an exchange situation (Chicken) and the differing mechanisms that appear to reduce intergroup competitiveness in these two situations. In Experiment 1, it was found that with BOS and Leader, the levels of cooperation were markedly high, and yet there was a clear tendency for participants in the groups condition to perceive two groups. As discussed previously, this pattern of results is consistent with Park and Judd's (2005) argument that the perception of two groups does not necessarily lead to intergroup bias. So how can the lesser intergroup competitiveness with BOS and Leader than with Chicken (and PDG) be explained? The tendency to perceive one group was stronger with the Leader and BOS matrices. Furthermore the mediation analysis revealed evidence consistent with mediation of the lesser competitiveness of the Leader and BOS groups than the Chicken (and PDG) groups by the perception of one group. This result supports the S. L. Gaertner and Dovidio (2000) common in-group identity model, which approaches the reduction of intergroup bias, not by the reduction of the perception of two groups, but by the perception of one common group. The evidence suggests that in the context of coordination situations in which outcomes can be maximized through coordinated alternation, the perception of one group plays a role in minimizing intergroup bias. As indicated above, the evidence is generally consistent with Park and Judd's and S. L. Gaertner and Dovidio's emphasis upon a multicultural perspective.
The situation, however, appears to be quite different with the Chicken matrix. The given Chicken matrix is a coordination situation because it has a JC component. However, the magnitude of the JC component is sufficiently low that, unlike with BOS and Leader, coordinated alternation of X and Y choices does not result in higher outcomes than the mutual selection of X. The evidence suggests that in the groups condition the given Chicken matrix may be transformed to an effective exchange matrix through an increased concern with winning (as indexed by max rel) and not losing (as indexed by distrust). Thus, unlike with BOS and Leader, the Chicken matrix produced a discontinuity effect. Still, Experiment 2 found that, consistent with MAD, the discontinuity effect was significantly reduced (and descriptively eliminated) when joint competition resulted in a markedly low outcome. Furthermore, and of equal interest, the tendency to perceive one group, or the tendency for greater perception of one group in the groups than the individual condition, was not altered by the difference between the low and high PC-JC Chicken matrices. This suggests that the possible mechanism for reducing bias is quite different in coordination situations that are transformed to exchange situations (Chicken) than in coordination situations that are not transformed to exchange situations (BOS and Leader). In the context of the Chicken matrix, the deterrence-based approach of mutually assured low outcomes may reduce intergroup conflict. However, in the context of strong coordination situations, like BOS and Leader, intergroup conflict may be reduced via a coalition-based approach or multicultural perspective within the context of a perceived common in-group.
An alternative way of interpreting the differences between BOS, Leader, and Chicken is in terms of the correspondence of outcomes. BOS and Leader have high correspondence, whereas Chicken has low, near-zero correspondence. Within the context of at least moderately correspondent outcomes, when conflict of interest is not real and is at most symbolic, a coalition-based approach to conflict reduction may be most appropriate. This would appear to be particularly true when a latent, superordinate group already exists as, for example, in the relationship of White Americans and African Americans, who are, after all, all Americans. More generally, one might follow the Jeffersonian approach of noting that we are all equally members of the human race. In his book, The Expanding Circle, the philosopher Peter Singer (1981) has developed this idea at some length.
But what about conflict reduction in a situation, like the PDG, in which the outcomes are noncorrespondent? Previous research has approached the reduction of intergroup conflict in the PDG in a variety of ways (T. R. Cohen & Insko, in press ), but the approach that has received the most attention has emphasized consideration of the long-term consequences of intergroup conflict . The concept of long-term consequences bears an obvious similarity to MAD. Both approaches relate to outcomes; it is just that the consideration of long-term consequences points to a way to increase outcomes, whereas MAD points to a way to prevent a drastic reduction in outcomes. One might thus say that an emphasis on long-term consequences is a less confrontational approach that carries with it the obvious advantage of not flirting with mutual disaster.
What about the coalition-based, common in-group identity approach to reducing conflict in the context of matrices like the PDG in which outcomes are noncorrespondent? The present data provide no support for such an approach, and indeed prior evidence (Insko, Kirchner, Pinter, Efaw, & Wildschut, 2005) suggests that common categorization regarding a preferred artist (Klee or Kandinsky) creates a perceived vulnerability that can be exploited. There is, however, the interesting possibility that the situation might be different if the categorization were not just "mere" categorization but categorization that was personally important to the group members. We find it plausible that common categorization based on a meaningful and/or important category would facilitate the recognition of the long-term benefits of mutual cooperation. This presents an interesting possibility for future research.
